Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, improvements in technology have enabled us to develop communicative robots [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These robots are expected to co-exist and work together with human beings in the everyday scene such as offices, hospitals and homes. These everyday-robots should be designed not for achieving a single task, but for generating various types of behavior according to the situations. Therefore, such robots must have a variety of functions. The robot should have multi-modal interface holding diverse channels of communication, and should be able to recognize the environment including human behavior. In addition, it is necessary for the robot to estimate its location and the position of humans around the robot in the obtained environmental map. Based on these considerations, we have been developing a communicative robot platform integrating vision, auditory and touch sensings. The developed robot "BUGNOID" has the ability of environment recognition, and can track the recognized humans.
BUGNOID has an upper control module and a mobile base with three wheels. The upper part has a binocular stereo camera system, an omni-directional camera, a microphone and touch sensory devices. In addition, a computer embedded in the upper body processes the data from sensing devices and operates the mobile base of the robot.
The software is composed of three behavior process modules which are reactive motion, human recognition and environment recognition. By switching these processes based on sensory inputs, various types of behavior are generated according to the situations.
In this paper, we provide an overview of the developed autonomous mobile robot and some experimental results. We first describe the system configuration of the developed robot, and the details of human and environment recognition. We then discuss the integration of the human and environmental information. Finally, conclusions and future studies are described.
System Configuration

Hardware architecture
The mobile robot BUGNOID illustrated in Fig.1 consists of two components: an upper control module, and a lower mobile base. The dimensions of the robot are approximately 38 cm (width) x 47 cm (length) x 83 cm (height). A binocular stereo camera system, an omni directional camera, a microphone, an LCD monitor, a joystick, a wireless LAN transmitter and a computer are attached in the upper part. Two CCD cameras that form the binocular camera system are attached at the height of 51 cm, and their optical axes remain horizontal. The baseline length between the two cameras is 12.1 cm. The resolution of the camera is 320 x 240, and the visual angle is 45° for acquiring frontal local images. An omnidirectional camera to acquire global views is attached at the height of 71 cm. The resolution of the camera is 768 x 494.
The lower mobile base is Pioneer2 (ActiveMedia). BUGNOID can move omni-directionally by rotating the lower mobile part against the upper part about the axis of the center of the robot. The maximum speed is about 1.5 m/s. Eight supersonic sensors are attached on the front and both sides. By using these sensors, the robot can detect objects in its vicinity, thus avoiding collisions.
The embedded computer is used for image processing, speech recognition, robot control, generation of the environmental map and estimation of the robot's location. Moreover, we employ a high-speed image processing board HITACHI IP5000 for the purpose of rapid image processing. In order to perform reactive motion, a touch sensing unit consisting of eight binary switches is installed on the upper part of the mobile robot. By sensing external forces through the switches, physical interaction between a human and the robot is executed. Furthermore the robot can obtain auditory information through a microphone attached near the binocular camera system. Utilizing the TOSHIBA speech recognition system, a human can also orally give control commands to the robot. The robot can produce oral reactions by using the Toshiba text-to-speech system.
An LCD monitor is used as a visual interaction tool. The results of image processing and the acquired environmental map are displayed on the LCD monitor. The robot can be easily connected to a remote computer via a wireless connection. Therefore, the robot is able not only to move autonomously, but can also be handled by a remote control operation over a TCP/IP network connection. Fig.2 shows the software implemented in the developed robot. In this system, the reactive behavior process is responsible for generating motion for collision avoidance in reaction to the information obtained through sonar sensing and also generating motions as reactions to touch sensors. The task of the human recognition process is to detect and track human around the robot. Through the environment recognition process, the robot obtains a global map and estimates its location without any human intervention.
Software Implementation
The highest priority in the three processes is the reactive motion process. If there is no touch sensory input, the human recognition process is performed by image processing and speech recognition. If the robot can recognize no human existence, the environment recognition process is executed. In short, the robot switches the three behavior processes based on the sensory inputs. The proposed architecture allows the generation of a number of types of behavior by switching to the different communication channels that makes the robot behavior more sophisticated and flexible.
Reactive Motion
In order to perform the reactive motion, eight binary switches are placed on the upper part of the mobile robot for the touch senseing. Four switches correspond to the four directions of a joystick. The fifth one is located on the back side, the sixth is on the right side, the seventh is on the left side. By turning each switch on, the robot can be operated to move toward each direction. The eighth switch on the top of the robot enables the robot to stop its motion immediately regardless of the situation. Furthermore, by using eight sonic sensors attached to the mobile base, the robot can detect objects in its vicinity to avoid collision. If the robot detects the target objects in the range of 70cm, it automatically stops. 
Visual Tracking
Human recognition is one of the most important tasks for a communicative robot. We proposed a human tracking system based on image processing [7] , which observes human behavior and produces reasonable reactions. This module has three modes; the human detection mode, tracking mode and analyzing mode. They are selectively switched in accordance with the situations of the robot and the environment.
In the human detection mode, the robot first detects a moving object that is regarded as human based on an optical flow estimation from an omni-directional image as shown in Fig.3 . Upon determining the moving area, the human detection mode is switched into the human tracking mode. In the human tracking mode, the robot moves to track the human target by extracting the face region or the region specific to humans based on the color in the detected human area. Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the result of the human target detection and human tracking method based on skin color, respectively.
If the human is motionless, the human tracking mode is switched into the analyzing mode to store the data of the human target. In this mode, the system acquires and analyzes the human target's information through the binocular camera system, and utilizes it for individual identification. If the robot loses sight of the human target, the mode is switched back to the human detection mode so that the robot begins to search for the human target again. In the human detection and tracking mode, the robot can roughly acquire a human's information on the global image. Then in the analyzing mode, the robot can process the local image to obtain precise information. Consequently, it enables the robot to detect and track a human and memorize the human's information.
Reaction against auditory sensing
One microphone and a stereo speaker are attached for speech recognition and synthesis. For the present system, the robot utters the recognized command, before executing the ordered task such as stop, forward, backward, left, right, and dance.
Environment Recognition
Environment recognition is one of the fundamental abilities that should be developed for the robot navigation system. We proposed a method for a mobile robot to recognize the environment [8] . In this method, the robot first measures distance to objects in the environment by using a binocular camera system and an omni-directional camera, and generates a local map of its periphery. The robot decides the next search area in the obtained local map, and moves toward it. While moving, the robot estimates the amount of movement by using the omnidirectional image [9, 10] . Finally, the obtained local maps and the amounts of movement are integrated into a global environmental map. By this method, the robot can move around in an unknown complex environment and recognize it in a short time. T he obtained global environmental map is processed so that it is also understandable to humans. This ability will contribute to the realization of information sharing between humans and robots to support collaborative work.
We performed the experiment under a crank shape environment. Fig.5-(a) shows the result of the generated map with the path chosen by the robot. In the acquired results, the white area is estimated as the inner area, the black area is estimated as the outer area, and the solid line indicates the actual environmental shape. These results show that the robot could explore occluded space seen from its present position by advancing to an open space. The accuracy of the environmental map, which was defined by the congruous rate of an actual map and an obtained map, was 88.4%. We can see from Fig.5-(a) that a rough crank form appears in the obtained maps. Therefore, the robot can correctly recognize the environment and generate a sufficiently exact map by adopting this search algorithm.
We also experimented under the condition that an obstacle lies in the center of the environment. Fig.5-(b) shows that the robot can avoid the obstacle by circling around it. The accuracy of the environmental map was 91.2%. In these experiments, the time needed for the map generation process was approximately 3.5 minutes.
Human and Environment Information Integration
It is essential for the realization of smooth communication to recognize an environment that encompasses human behavior. In this study, we developed a method for integrating human behavior into the environment. Some studies of environment recognition utilizing landmark objects have been reported [11, 12] . This method refers to the paper by Ohashi and Hashimoto [13, 14] .
Decision of landmark objects
Every time the robot estimates its location, landmark objects are detected from the panoramic image around the robot. Landmark objects are chosen based on their visual characteristics within the image. In this method, we use the edge density and the hue value as the visual feature of an object. Fig.6 shows the result of the three obtained characteristics of the landmark objects. We measured the distance to the landmark objects by stereo measurement from the binocular camera system. Through these processes, we can acquire the direction and the distance of the three landmark objects from the robot.
Estimation for the robot location and azimuth
The position of the robot is estimated by the observed angles of the landmark objects. When two observed angles are obtained, the position of the robot is determined by the crossing of circular lines using the angle of the circumference theory. Therefore, if three observation direction angles are obtained, the position can be uniquely determined. When we obtain four or more observation angles of the landmark objects, we can use the least mean square error method. In addition, for the purpose of improving the accuracy of the location estimation, we also utilize the distance information of the landmark objects.
Integrating human information into a global map
If the robot detects a human in the environment, the human target data is integrated into the global map. In this process, the robot first finds the direction of the human target through the omni-directional camera. The robot then measures the distance to the human target by the stereo distance measurement and sonar sensing. Thus, the robot can acquire the direction and distance to the human target. Therefore, the human position relative to the robot in the map can be established.
Updating environmental map
Every time the landmark objects are acquired and the positions of the human target are estimated, the global map is updated by integrating them. In the present system, we marked the position data of the human target with its YUV data of the captured image. Concerning the landmark objects, the edge density and the hue value are added as the visual feature of the object. We consider that mapping these data into the environmental map is useful for individual identification and behavior planning.
Experiments
Physical Interaction
In this experiment, the robot moves in the directions of the external force sensed through the joystick. Fig.8 illustrates the process of the robot following a human by physical interaction.
Human Recognition
We performed two experiments in different situations. First, under the situation when one human is around the robot, we examined how the robot can track the human target. In the second situation when three humans are present, we evaluated how the robot chooses the human target and whether it can steadily track the human. We tested the validity of the two tracking methods, the former utilizes skin c olor, while the latter utilizes color distribution in the human target area.
The process of human tracking under the situation when one human is around the robot is shown in Fig.9 . First, the robot detected a walking human and turned around toward the human (a) (b). The robot then moved toward the human target (c). In this process, the time needed for detecting human was approximately four seconds. The robot could also naturally keep tracking the human target. Although it could correctly track the human using the skin color, it sometimes lost sight of the human due to the complicated color pattern of the human's clothes.
We also experimented under the condition that a number of humans are present around the robot. As a result, the robot detected the nearest human and decided this human as the target. In this detection method, the region with the most active movement in the omnidirectional image was considered to be the area of the human target. In the case when other humans passed across the initially detected human, the robot sometimes failed to track the human target. By the method utilizing both the skin and clothes of the human target, the robot could observe a color peculiar to the human target, so that it could keep tracking a human even if a number of humans passed each other.
Environment Recognition
The environmental map as shown in Fig.5 is generated under the condition that no human exists in that environment. It will be very difficult to create a map for a dynamic environment with human movement. The main reason for this difficulty is that the distance measurement is perturbed by the human movements. The incompleteness of the environmental map would affect the estimation accuracy for the robot location. Thereby, the robot cannot correctly integrate self-information and human information into a global map.
On the other hand, once the robot holds an accurate environmental map, the robot can more correctly estimate both self-location and the human's position and integrate these data into a global map. Therefore, we made the robot hold an environmental map in advance, and verified the validity for our method. Fig.10 shows the result of this experiment. The robot started moving from Pos.1. And moved toward Pos.5 through Pos.2, 3 and 4. From the trace of the robot in Fig.10 , the robot could approximately estimate its location based on the three landmark objects. The estimated location of the human is illustrated in the generated environmental map, indicated as Human 1 and 2. From the result, it can be shown that the robot integrates the human information into the environmental map. If the robot does not hold both the environmental and human information, the robot could not move toward the unexplored area in a dynamic environment. By generating an environmental map with a human existence, the robot can choose the direction for the next movement for the purpose of navigation and communication with the human target.
Conclusions and Future work
In this paper, we described the development of a robotic system and some experimental results. By switching behavior processes based on the situation of the robot and multiple sensory inputs, the robot can hold diverse channels of communication depending on every situation. The developed robot realized an advanced interface with multi-modality, which can create an environmental map containing human information. We believe that the proposed method enables the robot to communicate more robustly and efficiently with humans.
